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The Data-Ink Ratio and Accuracy of Information Derived From Newspaper Graphs:
An Experimental Test of. the Theory

Even the casual reader cannot have failed to notice the increasing use
of statistical graphs and charts for the display of quantitative data in
U.S. newspapers during the la .at dozen years or so.

Increasing attention

to design and layout has contributed to the greater use of graphs and
charts, not only to break up the "gray," but also to concisely display a
large amount of data in a form that both attracts reader attention and
more clearly reveals trends and patterns.

With the recent availability of

personal computers offering graphical packages that in large measure
eliminate the need for skilled artists, charts and graphs of increasingly
sophisticated dimensions are at the disposal of nearly every daily
newspaper.

Although such graphs and charts undoubtedly can improve the
communication of information, mass communication researchers have
criticized newspaper's use of graphs as unsophisticated-and, all too
often, misleading.

They produce examples from newspapers that support

their criticisms and call for an increased awareness of the abilities and
limitations of such statistical renderings.'

But few offer empirical

evidence to support their contentions.

This is not to say, however, that graphs have not been the subject of
inquiry by scholars in other fields.

Empirical studies of graphs have

been conducted frequently since the 1920s, but the research has been done
primarily by psychologists and statisticians.

They have rarely examined

the specific types of graphs used in the mass media or considere6 the
purposes to which the mass media assign them.

While their findings

provide valued insight into the perceptual limitations of newspaper
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readers and clues to some of the basic functions of graphic conventions,

broad theoretical positions are rarely made and so they offer little
practical help to graphic designers who need solid support for their
editorial decisions concerning charts and graphs in newspapers.

Theories

of graphic representation have been proposed by scholars using semiotic
analysis techniques, however, and these seem much more relevant to the
more immediate questions concerning thelise of charts and graphs in
newspapers.

This paper discusses an experiment designed to empirically test a
semiotic theory of the efficiency of graphs at displaying information.
Specifically, it tests the data-ink ratio theory, developed by Edward R.
Tufte, using statistical graphs appearing in a mass circulation newspaper.
Aithough this experiment examines only a small part of the overall,
semiotic based graphic theory, it will hopefully create further interest
among mass communication scholar:: in the testing and application of these
,henries and thereby contribute to our und:!rstanding of the mass media.

Review cf the Literature

Kolata, in a Science magazine article on data display stated that
there is currently a "revolution in graphic methods" being carried out by
statisticians who are developing a variety of new ways of analyzing and
presenting data.2

The roots of this curnent "revolution" are sunk deep

into the past, however.

As Shakespeare noted (Henry VI, Act IV), "Our

forefathers had not book but the score and tally."3

Both the score and

the tally represented an advance to the concept of abstract number from
In 1637 Descartes' Cartesian

the more literally iconic predecessors.

coordinate system marked a major milestone in the prcgress of graphical
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representation of data.

The system dominated notions about what graphs

were and what they were for

the depiction of the mathematical functions

governing the behavior of objects in space and time

and it took more

than 150 years before anyone realized that graphs could be used for
anything else.4

Such a breakthrough did come about in 1786 with the publication of
William Playfair's The Commercial and Political Atlas, in which spatial
dimensions were used to represent nonspatial, quantitative, empirical
data.

Though it now seems natural to represent the rising and falling of

import levels over time as a rising and falling line, it does not seem to
have been done before that time, and so Playfair's first graphs are a
rather astonishing accomplishment.

His graphics were successful because

they took advantage of the capabilities of human perceptual, memory and
conceptual abilities.5

Kosslyn suggests that the results of psychological experimentation can
provide a guide in the design and use of statistical graphics through an
increased understanding of the psychological underpinnings upon which our
perception of graphic material rests.

He notes that this research tends

to be highly focused on particular cognitive issues and is therefore too
narrow for use in general evaluations of graph design, but argues that the
findings support a basic theory of visual processing priorities and
limitations that must be considered if one is to improve the informational
properties of statistical graphs and charts.6

The contemporary "canonical theory" of human information processing
divides cognitive processing into three different phases, each with its
own capacity limitations.

If these limitations are exceeded, information

processing can be disrupted.'

In the first phase or memory store, the
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light reflected from the graph strikes the retina of the eye and is
converted into a pattern of impulses to the brain where they are processed
to detect patterns of line, shapes, colors and textures.
is "pre-semantic" and leads only to a visual sketch.

This processing

Physical variations

in lines and marks are not always registered accurately and perceptions
are sometimes systematically distorted.

The capacity of this store

appears to be unlimited, but the information is stored there only a second
or so at most.

These visual sketches or "perceptual units" must be stored in the
short term memory for further processing to take place.

The "Gestalt

psychology school" in the 1920s discovered a number of laws that describe
how marks are organized into forms in the short term memory, and these
must be respected if different parts of the graph are to work together.8

With rehearsal, the perceptual units can be kept in the short-term memory
store for a seemingly indefinite time.

The Qapacity of the store,

however, is severely restricted to approximately seven "chunks" of
information.9

This limited capacity has considerable importance for

graphs that require the reader to remember line patterns or colors and the
referent they are associated in chloropleths or "patch maps," as well as
other graph forms.

Ultimately, the input must access relevant information stored in the
long term memory, a store virtually unlimited in capacity and duration,
which constitutes one's "world knowledge," including how charts and graphs
convey information.

Comprehension of the information and proper storage

of that information in the long term memory network depends upon accessing
the relevant stored information.

Incorrect inferences drawn from thn
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stored information about the input can result in a graph presenting

nues.10
The nature of this information processing system presents a number of
cautions that must be considered in designing visual displays.

Each

memory store places constraints on the processing of information in
graphically presented data.

To avoid unrealistic demands upon the mind's

processing capacity, a theoretical framework which respects the strengths
and weaknesies of the system would be invaluable to newspaper graphic
designers.

Semiotic analysis provides us with such a framework.

Perhaps the most influential thoughts on theories of graphical display
were presented. by Bertin, who provided the basic constructs of a theory in
his 1967 book, Setni.olcaiegraphi ueq, which was translated into English in
1981.11

In the book, he discusses the limitations imposed by the infor-

mation processing system and proposes several st.:uctures which might lend

an empirical scientific grounding for the design of graphs.

He develops

extensive taxonomies of graphic varieties and sets forth several
innovative constructs concerning these variables and the possible roles
they may fulfill.

He provides little of his own empirical evidence to

support his theories, however,

Rather, most of the experimental

investigation into graphs has been taken up by statisticians who have
produced several promising findings.

Cleveland and McGill have begun examining "graphical perception," the
visual decoding of graphic information by attempting to identify a set of
"elementary perceptual tasks" that are carried out when people extract
quantitative information from graphs.

They conducted a series of

experiments to test the identification of several basic graphic tasks and
to establish a hierarchical ordering of these tasks according to how
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accurately people perform them.

While accuracy of quantitative extraction

.s not the only aspect of a graph important to an overarching theory, it
is a fundamental one.12

Tufte, working alone lines of inquiry similar to Bertin's, proposed a
number of ideas about how graphs function.

Of particular interest to this

paper are his thoughts on the limited capacity of short term memory and
the necessity, therefore, of considering processing priorities.

If a

display is to be understood, it should not require the reader to hold more
than the capacity limit of the store in mind at once.

This leads Tufte to

conclude that graphs should "draw the viewer's attention to the sense and
substance of the data, not to something else."13

From this, he proposes a

theory of "data-ink ratio."

The data-ink ratio theory holds that a large share of the ink on a
graphic should present "data-information."

"Data-ink is the non-erasable

core of a graphic, the non-redundant ink arranged in response to variation
in the numbers represented," he states.14

The formulaic expression of the

data-ink ratio then is:
data-ink

Data-ink ratio =
total ink used to print the graphic
= proportion of a graphic's ink devoted to the
non-redundant display of data-information
= 1.0 - proportion of a graphic that can be
erased without lose of data-information.15

Tufte presents several intuitively attractive examples of how
maximizing the data-ink ratio improves comprehension of the data, but
cites no empirical evidence of support for the theory.

While it seems to

make sense that dezreasing distractions would increase the cognitive
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processing of the data, the data-ink ratio theory has yet to be put to an
experimental test.

Purpose

This paper proposes to experimentclly test the data-ink ratio theory
as it might apply to graphics used in mass circulation newspapers.

Though

the experimental test conducted here cannot directly address the overall
construct of the basic theory, it is hoped that this test of the theory
may provide a beginning for the empirical support of the data-ink theory
as it applies to newspapers.

Very little quantitative research has btun published by mass
communication researchers on the use of graphs in newspapers.

A search of

the major journals and abstracts found only one dissertation on the
subject.

In 1963, Parker wrote a Ph.D. on the comprehension of trend

information displayed in various types of graphs typically found in
newspapers.

The research was primarily a contribution to the discussion

of superiority of bar and line graphs over pie and other volume type
graphs, but is directly related to the hierarchical ordering being
attempted by Clilveland and McGill.

The research did not, however, attempt

a test of theory directly.

This is not to say that there have not been several informative papers
on graphic display directed at mass media designers.

Wainer has written

an excellent book chapter directed specifically at newspapers that notes
several common pitfalls and makes a number of suggestions, often based on
psychological findings, that would both improve the communicative ability
and decrease the distortions in many mans media graph forms.

But again,

very few of his suggestions rest on empirical tests employing actual
newspaper material.16

This paper proposes to test the data-ink ratio theory using graphs
taken from a mass circulation newspaper to see whether such a theory has
relevance to mass media designers.

The hypothesis underlying the test is:

A reader's accuracy of recall of quantitative data displayed in a
newspaper graph containing a substantial amount of non-data-ink will be
significantly less than will be the accuracy of recall from thesame graph
containing the same quantitative information with most of the non-data-ink
erased.
Increasingly, newspapers are using a considerable amount of non-data
ink within the framework of graphs, ostensibly to attract reader
attention.

Often this ink is in the form of drawings in the background,

background color screens, figures that replace simple bars or other items
that may attract reader attention.

While this research does not address

itself to the ability of non-data-ink to attract attention to a graph, it
does attempt to determine whether the use of such attention-getting
devises decreases the reader's ability to accurately process the
information presented in the graph.

Should the 1,rpothesis be supported,

designers of graphs might very well pause to consider whether the nondata-ink used to attract attention :ts worth the cost of decreased reader
accuracy.

Method
The experiment employed a between subjects, posttest only control
group design.

The stimuli were ten simple, horizontal bar graphs taken

from the "Snapshot" section of USA Today.17

The section appears in every

issue at the bottom left-hand corner of each section front.

These graphs

tend to be very high in non-data-ink, often including drawings in the
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background and/or figures rather than conventional bars as the indicators
of amounts.

Ten different graphs were used to minimize any improvement in

performance due to the specific information in the graph that might be
especially salient to a subject and to minimize any influence the specific
configuration a graph form might have.

The graphs were reproduced in black and white so as not to introduce
the unwanted variable of color.

The reproductions were made at a 29

percent increase in size to decrease any possible illegibility due to
small letter size that may have appeared in the original size.

The

subject matter of these graphs were all of a light feature nature.

None

of them contained any reference to emotion-laden topics such as crime,
disasters, death or any subject that might evoke a strong emotional
response.

The graphs contained from five bars to ten bars.

All had

familiar labels and no value was more than three digits long. 18

These ten

graphs formed the experimental treatment stimuli.
The control stimuli were created to serve the role of identice.1 graphs

with much of the non-data-ink erased.

No physical method of erasing the

non-data-ink from the original graphs could be determined, so the graphs
were reconstructed using newly set type and layout.

Every effort was made

to reproduce the data and supporting text as identically as possible with
available equipment.

Three of the original graphs used figures to closely

approximate simple bars and so conventional bars were substituted for
these figures in the control stimuli.

All lines of text, whether

headlines within the graph, caption material, labels or source lines were
typeset to identical length and type size.

There was, however, some

slight difference in the letter formations themselves due to the fact that
the USA Today type face is exclusive to that publication.

The researcher
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determined that the type face available to him was of close enough
resemblance that it would not dramatically affect the outcome of the

experiment.19 With the minor exceptions of the type face difference and
the use of bars instead of figures, the control stimuli are identical to
the treatment stimuli both in size, text clarity and data content, except
for the erasure of the non-data-ink formed by background screens and
various drawings.

The ten treatment forms and the ten control forms (all measuring 4

1/2" by 3 1/4 were past;td onto the optical center of an 8 1/2" by 11"
piece of white typing paper in the vertical orientation.
different stimuli forms.

times that each observer

This yielded 20

Each of these forms was then photocopied enough
,

ild examine one graph during the administration

of the stimuli in the experimental situation.

A #10 envelope was stapled

to the back of each graph which contained a 5 1/2" by 7" sheet of paper
with the test questions printed ..n.1 it.

Observers.

The 120 observers were students in two sophomore level

classes taught at the School of Journalism at
Spring semester of 1987.

University in the

One class consisted of 94 students, primarily

journalism majors, taking an introductory course in photojournalism.

The

oe-lr class consisted of 26 students, excizsively non-journalism majors,
taking an introductory course in mass communications.

No students were

enrolled in bath classes.
Procedure.

Two pretests of the stimuli and procedure were conducted

to determine the proper exposure time and adequacy of the posttest
-as.

Each pretest was conducted using 20 observers in c.,Nsses that

the journalism class as a prerequisite, hence, no observer in the
was tested again in the final experimental application.

12

The first
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pretest used a 30-second exposure time to the stimuli and resulted in a
ceiling effect in which no difference was demonstrated between errors on
the control and treatment conditions.

Additionally, one of the posttest

questions was found to be confusing.

The second pretest employed a 15-second exposure time and reworded
questions.

The 15-second exposure time to the stimuli resulted in a

measurable difference in number of incorrect responses between the two
groups.

It is reasoned that 30 seconds, which seemed to be the amount of

time people took to read one of the graphs when told that they would be
asked questions about it, is longer than most readers actually spend with
a similar graph in a newspaper-reading context.

The 15 second period

seemed more reasonable as an approximation of the time "normally" spent
reading such a graph in a newspaper, however, no empirical evidence could
be found to support this notion.

The second pretest also indicated that

the rewording of the problematic question was successful.

The questions were constructed to measure the observer's accuracy in
making comparisons between the data groups and accuracy in rec .ling the
exact numbers associated with each data group.

The same type of

information was asked for from each observer, though the wording of each
question was specific to that particular graph to decrease any ambiguity

due to more abstract question formulations."

In the abstract form, the

questions were:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

How many bars were displayed in the graph?
What was the label associated with the longest bar in the graph?
What numerical value was given to that longest bar?
What was the label associated with the shortest bar in the graph?
What numerical value was given to that shortest bar?
Was the longest bar twice as long or longer than the shortest bar?

The first question was scored correct only if the count was exact.
The numerical value questions were scored correct if the answer was within
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10 percent of the correct value.

The final comparison question was to be

answered yes or no and was scored correct only if the correct answer was
circled.

At the beginning of each class, instructions were read to the
observers from a prepared script.

Observers were informed that they were

taking part in experimental research, that they would not be identified in
the final report and that they would not experience any physical
discomfort.

The stimuli were then placed face-down on the desks in front

of them according to a random distribution.

The observers were told not

to look at the printed side until a signal was given.

Further

instructions informed then that the paper in front of them had a graph
printed on it like they might expect to find in a typical daily newspaper.

At the signal they were to turn the paper over, examine the graph as they
would had it actually been in a newspaper and then, at the second signal,
turn the paper face down again.

After the papers had been turned over,

the observers were asked to remove the paper from the envelope, answer the
questions as accurately and completely as possible, and then return the
sheet to the envelope.
answer.

Observers were not limited in the time needed to

Monitors, three in each class, then collected the stimuli.

Results

Each of the 120 answer sheets were scored as to accuracy of

response.

A difference of means test (t-test) was made to 1::termine

whether there was a significant difference in the number of errors made by
the control group and the treatment group.

A comparison between all the control forms and all the treatment forms
shows that the number of errors made by both groups was nearly identical.
The control group made a total of 157 errors (43 percent) and the
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treatment group made 168 errors (46.6 percent).

value of -.74, and an associated probability of p
significant at any reasonable level.

The test produced a t
.46, which is not

Therefore the null hypothesis could

not be rejected. (see Table 1.)

Further examination of the results indicates that no single graph
produced significant difference between the control and treatment
conditions at the p

.001 level.

a significant difference at the p

While there was one graph that did show
.005 level, it must be viewed as an

aberration rather than a supportive finding. (see Table 1.)

Table 1 about here

An additional test was conducted to examine whether any single test
question showed a significant difference between control and treatment,
but again, all tests were non-significant.

Discussion
In the experiment, the observers were given 15 seconds to examine the
data contained in tha graphs.

Any shorter period would seem an

unrealistic amount of time to simulate actual newspaper-reading behavior.
Judging by the pretest, a longer period of time probably would not have
shown a difference in the percentage of errors between the two graph
conditions, although it may have decreased the error rate.

The researcher cannot discount the possibility that the 15-second
observation period was long enough to mask any difference in recall
accuracy, but it may be that the experimental design suffered instead from
a testing effect wherein the advance knowledge that the stimuli were
graphs forewarned the observers and increased their attention to detail.
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While these data do not permit the researcher to conclude thu. she
ratio of data-ink to non-data-ink has no effect on accuracy judgments

based on graphically displayed data, it does call the data-ink ratio
theory into question somewhat.

And th.ugh these data cannot establish any

type of threshold level at which non-data-ink does influence data recall

accuracy, it would seem that current use levels may fall below such a
Perhaps future research can establish such a

level, if one does exist.
level.

Certainly Tankard's suggestion that the Mackworth head camera be

used to more precisely determine the time a person spends with graphs
seems well worth explorins. 21

General Discussion
Though the results of the experiment conducted for this research
failed to support the stated hypothesis, there is no doubt something for
newspaper graph designers to consider in the emerging theory of
quantitative data display.

Many of the building blocks of such a theory

have been found by experimentation and theory building in cognitive
psychology, and these blocks are now being assembled by other
psychologists, statisticians and semioticians.

It seems obvious that

many, if not most, members of the society come in contact with visually
displayed quantitative data, whether in graphs or tables, most often in
their daily newspapers.

If the job of newspapers is to present

information to the reader as accurately and as concisely as possible, then
graphs are indeed an excellent means of accomplishing the task.

Accuracy

is dependent on a smooth flow of informat.on from the printed page to the
human memory system.

By increasing our understanding of how graphs can
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run afoul of the system's bottlenecks, we can increase our ability to
communicate clearly.

Table 1.

Graph(s)

Number
of cases

Mean
of errors

all control

60

2.62

all treatment

60

2.8

#1

control

6

2.5

#1

treatment

6

3.16

#2

control

6

3.0

#2

treatment

6

2.83

#3

control

6

3.83

#3

treatment

6

3.17

#4

control

6

1.5

#4

treatment

6

1.33

#5

control

6

3.5

#5

treatment

6

3.67

#6

control

6

3.17

#6

treatment

6

1.83

#7

control

6

3.83

#7

treatment

6

3.33

#8

control

6

2.17

#8

treatment

6

2.67

#9

control

6

1.33

#9

treatment

6

3.5

#10 control

6

1.33

#10 treatment

6

2.5

t value*

associated
probability*

-.74

.46

-.90

.38

.54

.60

.78

.45

.24

.82

-.54

.60

1.98

.076

.52

.62

-.73

.48

-3.61

.005

-2.15

.059

T value and two-tail probability from pooled variance estimate
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Appendix

Graph 1

Treatment

Garden of earthly delights
What are the most common interests among gardeners?

Vegetables 'Gardening series.
38% 5D
Source: National Gardening

Aisoclation; 1987 Gallup survey of
2,566 adults; respondents could
choose more than one.

Graph 1

Control

Garden of earthly delights
What are the most common interests amoung gardeners?
Lawn
58%

Flowers
44%

House plants,
41%

Vegetables
38%

a Gardening series,
5D

Source: National Gardening
Shrubs Association;
1987 Gallup survey of

21% 2,566 adults; respondents could
choose more than one.

Questions for Graph 1
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

How many gardening interests were displayed in the graph?
What was the most common interest among gardeners?
What was the percentage of that most common interest?
What was the least common interest among gardeners in the survey?
What was the percentage of that least common interest?
Was the most common interest two times larger (or more) than the least
common interest?
YES
or
NO
(circle one)

21

Graph 2

Treatment

The sporting life
Swimming" is

sport that draws the most participant&, a-.
new poll shows. Top sports from a list of 17 choices:

Adults who rractice
occasionally or regularly
52%1

Fishing

42%1.

Camping__
Bowling
Bicycling

Jo9ng

N.,;::,17.4ift. .34%
ar7,

"54
24%
-'--20%1WorRing out at.

41* liuntinr'.4"1
Tennis
.1 %
Golf
Graph 2

4)1-'S'

Club/ gym

:.

.0.14"A4-

14%1.

Al'i...11.14.I.)=ListiAligo

Control

The sporting life
Swimming is the sport that draws the most participants, a
new poll shows. Top sports from a list of 17 choices:

Adults who practice
occasionally or regularly
Swimming
Fishing
Camping
owlin

52

42
34%
34%
33%

Bic cline
Jogging
Hunting
Tennis
Golf

24%

20% Working out at health club/gym
17%
16%

14% [

Questions for Graph 2
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

How many sports were displayed in the graph?
What sport drew the most participants?
What percentage named that sport?
What sport drew the fewest participants in the survey?
What percentage named that sport?
Was the most common sport two times larger (or more) than the least
common sport?
YES
or
NO
(circle one)
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"
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Control

Where we ship hi-tech exports

We exported $33.4 billion dollars worth
of electronic& in
1986, and imported
$50.3 billion. Top export
markets:
USi, electronics

ovals (billions)

Canada

1 $4.0

Britain

J $3.3

Japan

($2.9

W. Germany

$2.6

Mexico

I $2.0

1.consumer,industrial,communications electronics and parts
Source: Electronic Industries Association

Questions for Graph 3
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

How many countries
were displayed in the graph?
What country received the most U.S. exports?
How much did that
country receive (in $ billions)?
What country received the fewest U.S.
exports in the survey?
How much did that
country receive (in $ billions)?
Did the country receiving the most
exports get two times more (or
greater) than the country receiving the fewest?
-YES
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or

NO

(circle one)

Graph 4

Treatment

ood and.
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Top 5 in fast-food ad spending
McDonald's $321.2

Burger King $165.2

Fast-food and
restaurant
chains spent

$79.9

$1.2 billion
on TV adver-

Wendy's $79.61.-1

up 9% from
'85. The

Kentucky Fried Chicken--I

Pizza Hut $71.36-1

tising last year,

big spenders:

(in millions)

Questions fog. Graph 4
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

How many restaurants were displayed in the graph?
What restaurant spent the most on advertising?
How much did that restaurant spend?
What restaurant spent the least on advertising in the survey?
How much did that restaurant spend?
Did the restaurant that spent the most spend two times as much (or
more) than the one that spent the least?
YES
or
NO
(circle one)
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Rating services for satisfaction
Few look forward to.visitingtho dentist, but we are more
satisfied with that service than many other basics. Of those
who have used services recently, here's the percentage
"
who are completely. satisflecl'with:.

Dentist
Barber /beautician
411 am.=1.1w

r.

54%
52%

Banker
Electrician
=,

64/11'1,11ktl

kr-tqtrimmogetail
urn er
Mc sea

E.

11:11

4 16

1.4 h

sof
.11

S

.'Sto
Graph 5

.1 ...

Control

Rating services for satisfaction
Few look forward to visiting the dentist, but we are more
satisfied with that service than many other basics. Of those
who have used services recently, here's the percentage
who are completely satisfied with:
Dentist

66%

Barberlbeauticia n

64%1

.tor

61%1

Banker

54%1

Electrician
Lawyer
Plumber

Auto mortice

Stock broker

52%1
50%1
420A-I

136%

Questions for Graph 5
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

How many services were displayea in the graph?
What service had the most satisfaction?
What percentage named that service?
What service had the lowest satisfaction in the survey?
What percentage named that service?
Was the most satisfying service two times larger (or more) than the
least satisfying service?
YES
or
NO
(circle one)
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Graph 6

Treatment

Where the new lobs will be
Mom than 2.8 million jobs will
created this year, says a
study of 5,000 USA companies of all types and sizes.
Industry
Potg. of erns plarmIng Increase

Agricult.,
Transponation,utililles
Manufacturing

8.3%
19.2%

28.0%
27.8%

Wholesale/real
Finance, real,

34.5%

Source:Dun &
Ekadstreet

annum OW
Sin", ol Ern -

Graph 6

Control
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Where the new jobs will be

More tnan 2.6 million jobs will be created this year, says a
study of 5.000 USA companies of all types and sizes.

Industry

Pctg. of firms planning Increase

Agriculture
Transportation, utilities
ManufaCturing

Wholesale/retail
Finance, real estate

MU 8.3%

19.2/.
26. 1014
27.8 %

34.5%

Source: Dun &

Bradstreet Corp.,
annual 5.000
Survey of Ern-

plormmt Expectations.

Questions for Graph 6
1.

2.
3.

4,
5.
6.

How many job areas were disp" .yed in the graph?
What area will create the L4ghest increase of new jobs?
What was the percentage increase of that highest area?
What area will crease the lowest increase of new jobs in the survey?
What was the percentage increase of that lowest area?
Was the highest new job area two times larger (or more) than the
lowest job area?
YES
or
NO
(circle one)
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Graph 7

Control

Kenyon rules the pools
Kenyon College (Ohio) won its eighth consecutive NCAA
Division III men's swimming and diving title Saturday (story, 7C). Schools with the most NCAA men's and women's
swimming and diving team titles:
Titles
School (Division)
Kenyon (HI)

Ohio St.

112
11

(I)

Calif. St.-Northridge(H)
Michigan (I)

11

10

Southern Calif. (I)
Source: NCAA and
USA TODAY research

I

Questions for Graph?
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

How many colleges were displayed in the graph?
Which college has won the most titles?
How many titles has that college won?
Which college has won the fewest titles in the survey?
How many titles has that college won?
Did the college with the most titles win two times as many (or more)
than the college with the least?
(circle one)
YES
or
NO

Graph 8

Treatment

Graph 8

Control

Our drinks of choice
The beverages we order when we eat out:

Soft drinks

(35%

Coffee

23%

Water 12%

Iced tea 11%1
Milk

8%

Alcohol

8%

Tea

4%

Fruit juice

4%

Source: The Gallup Organization, 1986 poll of 1,000 adults:
respondents could choose more than one

Questions for Graph 8
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

How many beverages were displayed in the graph?
What was the most common beverage?
What was the percentage of that most common beverage?
What was the least common beverage in the survey?
What was the percentage of that least common beverage?
Was the most common beverage two times larger (or more) than the least
common beverage?
YES
or
NO
(circle one)
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Treatment

Oscar's favorites
This year's be picture nominees are two dramas,
comedies and a war movie. The previous winners wer

Graph 9

Control

Oscar's favorites
This year's best picture nominees are two dramas, two
comedies and a war movie. The previous winners were:

35

Dramas

Musicals' 9
Comedies
7

War
films

6

Westerns

L

1

Source: USA TODAY research

Questions for Graph 9
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

How many types of movies were displayed in the graph?
What type of movie drew the most Oscars?
How many Oscars has that type received?
What type of movie drew the fewest Oscars?
How many Oscars his that type received?
Did the movie type with the most Oscars win two times as many (or
more) than the type with the least?
(circle one)
or
NO
YES

Graph 10

Treatment

The
Colleges attended byttis most active.P
f.

Florida
Houston
Oklahoma State
Brigham Young
Wake Forest

Graph 10

Control

PGA alma maters
The PGA Greater Greensboro Open begins today.

Colleges attended by the mdst active PGA Tour players:

Florida
Houston
Oklahoma State
Brigham Young
Wake Forest

111

110
110
9

Source: PGA

Questions for Graph 10
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

How many colleges were displayed in the graph?
Whlt college had the most PGA alumni?
How many alumni did that college have?
What college had the fewest PGA alumni in the survey?
How many alumni did that college have?
Did the college with the most PGA alumni have two times as many (or
more) than the college with the fewest?
YES
or
NO
(circle one)
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